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the only commercial success from aftermath, the game was a somewhat disappointing project. but it
was the right album at the right time. dr. dre released his second album in a year and was fresh off
the success of the chronic, with which he is widely regarded as the best-selling rap album ever. the

game represented a shift in direction, away from the dark concept albums dre had been
experimenting with on the chronic and 2001, and toward a more traditional album, with fewer than
10 guest appearances. everything about the game, from its artwork to the production, to its sound,
was streamlined and clean, and dre used his newfound success to build a better-loved album than
the ones that came before it. dre's other two collaborations with the game, 4 better or 4 worse and
aftermath, were also successful. this is dre's magnum opus. and its a magnum opus only because it
hits us so hard, and with so much energy. theres no other album that can match the intensity of the
chronic, and while dre followed up that classic with a trilogy of albums in the mid-to-late-2000s, it

wasnt until after the game that we knew he could hold his own. the album that got scarface back into
the studio was his own coming out party, the rainbows revenge, the follow-up to enter the wu-tang
(36 chambers). the album is filled with bravado and bar-for-bar, line-for-line rapping. but it's also

some of the best battle rap ever recorded, and the infamous line from the usos (the wu-tang clan)
and ol' dirty bastard (o.d.b.!) song "shame on a nigga" is a tribute to the game, the scene, the artist.
the song is no joke: by the time you hear o.'s rambling preface, the rap has caught fire. and while the

wu (the album) is arguably the best wu-tang album, the rest of the disc, including the successful
single "can it be all so simple", is more of the same. as long as scarface maintains the artistic

integrity that brought us the rainbows revenge, he'll be just fine.
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